lonesstar sanctuary and sweetwater gap is authored by colleen coble and bundled into a 2 in 1 collection distant echoes it feels like paradise but deadly secrets lie beneath the waves off the coast of kauai sometimes kaia oana thinks her dolphins are more humane than humans as a mammal intelligence researcher kaia has learned a thing or two about the goodness and intelligence of dolphins and as a natural scientist in close proximity to weapons developers she s learned a thing or two about humans as well without a trace bree thinks a plane crash took the lives of her husband and young son but her son davy survived the accident can she find him before it s too late it s been months since the crash k 9 search and rescue worker bree nicholls knows the chances of finding her husband and son in the vast wilderness of michigan s upper peninsula grow more remote by the day but her heart and her faithful dog samson demand she keep searching lonestar sanctuary in the quiet safety of the bluebird ranch old promises resurface and unexpected love brings new hope though tragedy has wrecked her life allie siders holds on to the hope that her five year old daughter betsy will speak again but with a stalker out for revenge allie can think about now is their safety she must sever all ties and abandon life as she knows it she heads to the peaceful bluebird ranch nestled deep in texas hill country and to the only person who can help them the lightkeeper s daughter with the lies of the past behind her addie finds love and discovers her true father addie sullivan leads a quiet life in a northern california lighthouse she mourns the death of her father and endures her mother s bitterness until the night a storm brings an injured stranger and a dark secret to her home the man insists she is not who she thinks she is but rather julia eaton the child long lost and feared dead by her wealthy family seizing the chance to be reunited with the eatons addie leaves her lighthouse home but decides to keep her true identity a secret until they can unravel the mystery blue moon promise lucy marsh s worldly resources are running out but she s fiercely determined to care for her younger brother and sister when she discovers that their father s recent death was no accident lucy is eager to leave town she accepts a proxy marriage she believes will provide safe refuge but trouble follows her to texas where her new husband is surprised to suddenly have a wife and children to care for tidewater inn welcome to hope beach a place of intoxicating beauty where trouble hits with the force of a hurricane inheriting a beautiful old hotel on the outer banks could be a dream come true for libby the inn cries out for her restorer s talent and love of history she s delighted to learn of the family she never knew she had and the handsome coast guard lieutenant she s met there on the island could definitely be the man of her dreams the inn at ocean s edge claire s visit to a luxury hotel in maine awakens repressed memories threatening all she holds dear in 1989 claire dellamare disappeared from her own fourth birthday party at the hotel tourmaline on the island of folly shoals maine she showed up a year later at the same hotel with a note pinned to her dress but no explanation nobody knows where claire spent that year and until now claire didn t even know she had ever been missing without a trace bree thinks a plane crash took the lives of her husband and young son but her son davy survived the accident can she find him before it s too late it s been months since the crash k 9 search and rescue worker bree nicholls knows the chances of finding her husband and son in the vast wilderness of michigan s upper peninsula grow more remote by the day but her heart and her faithful dog samson demand she keep searching deep in the woods a young boy wakes in a tiny cabin he s being nursed back to health by a reclusive woman but he can t figure out why she calls him by a name he doesn t recognize or why she s calling herself his mother he wants to leave but as winter sets in his very life depends on her care meanwhile bree s relentless determination to find her family has uncovered a violent crime with the help of park ranger kade matthews she discovers the violence may be linked to the plane crash that took her family could solving the crime bring her peace with her own loss or more incredibly reunite her family set in the untamed beauty of michigan s upper peninsula
the rock harbor novels draw readers into the life and adventures of a canine search and rescue team as it unravels the secrets of an enchanting wilderness colleen is a master storyteller karen kingsbury new york times best selling author the blue bottle club four friends gathered in a cold dusty attic on christmas day to make a solemn pact our dreams for the future they whispered placing tiny pieces of paper into a shimmering blue bottle but that event happened in 1929 and it is decades later when local news reporter breanna delaney stumbles upon that bottle and into the most meaningful story of her career life has taken those four girls dreams of love fame and faith on a path fraught with seduction betrayal and loss little has turned out as expected and yet every choice every tear has led each of them to a special place breanna s search will uncover the secrets of that blue bottle club and her own life will never be the same a beautiful novel about friendship and the power of faith to renew our dreams angela hunt author of magdalene welcome to smitten vermont with the help of four friends it s about to become the most romantic town in america the proposed closing of the lumber mill comes as unwelcome news for the citizens of smitten how will the town survive without its main employer a close knit group of women think they ve got just the plan to save smitten they ll capitalize on its name and turn it into a tourist destination for lovers complete with sweet shops a high end spa romantic music on the square and cabins outfitted with fireplaces and hot tubs but is this manly town ready for an influx of romantically minded guests country music sensation sawyer smitten the town s hometown hero wants to help by holding his own wedding there on valentine s day and little mia s lavender wreaths hang all over town as a reminder that faith can work miracles along the way four women spearheading the town s transformation energetic natalie sophisticated julia graceful shelby and athletic reese get in the spirit by reviving their own love lives join best selling inspirational romance authors and real life bffs colleen coble kristin billerbeck diann hunt and denise hunter for an inspiring stay at the soon to be most romantic town on the eastern seaboard one visit and you ll be smitten too evidence of a violent crime in bree s basement causes police to re open a cold case can she and her search dog samson stop the killer before he strikes again bree nicholls has made a name for herself finding missing persons and solving mysteries in the untamed wilderness of michigan s upper peninsula with her faithful search and rescue dog samson yet she still doubts herself grieving the loss of her husband and longing for her young son s forgiveness when a basement remodeling project at her lighthouse home uncovers evidence from a case the rock harbor police gave up on long ago bree s family comes under attack someone wants something from the house or possibly someone ranger kade matthews steps in to help winning bree s friendship and making real headway with her son davy but there s still a killer somewhere in rock harbor it will take everything bree and samson can do to protect her family from the danger lurking outside the lighthouse door full length romantic suspense can be read as a standalone but is also part of the rock harbor series book 1 without a trace book 2 beyond a doubt book 3 into the deep book 4 cry in the night includes discussion questions for book clubs silent night as christmas day nears bree and her search dog samson follow the trail of a troubling mystery into the snowy forests of rock harbor bree matthews is preparing for christmas guests but her heart is reeling from the recent and tender loss of her unborn child her sister in law lauri suddenly turns up on the doorstep of the lighthouse home bree shares with her husband kade in rock harbor secretive and withdrawn lauri seems curiously intent on discovering what happened to a parachuter who disappeared in the north woods along lake superior s icy shore holy night one sinister phone call has derailed their wedding will they let it tear them apart forever a christmas wedding on the beach what could be more perfect poinsettias and fragrant pikake blossoms soft sand and mistletoe the gentle sound of the surf and the wedding march played on a ukulele this wedding has been a long time coming with bane s trust issues and leia s worries about her childlike sister eva now they can hardly wait for the day to arrive all is calm brendan waddell needs a place to recuperate laure everman needs a place to hide it s going to be an unexpectedly romantic christmas at bluebird ranch brendan waddell has always considered bluebird ranch a little piece of heaven an idyllic ranch that pairs abused children with abused horses run by one of his old marine buddies now recovering from an on the job injury brendan thinks the ranch is the perfect place to spend christmas healing up when laure everman was a seventeen year old foster kid bluebird ranch was the safest place she knew now it s the perfect hideout for a woman on the run as the witness to a murder lauren
needs somewhere to lie low and her skill with horses means she’ll be able to lend a hand with the troubled kids at Bluebird without answering too many questions. All is bright and new, and a romantic Christmas wedding at her seaside hotel gives Delilah a chance to shine with her unique gifts. But Delilah will need all her skill to handle the wedding just hours away without answering too many questions. All is bright and new, and the Christmas spirit will give Delilah a chance to shine with her unique gifts. But Delilah will need all her skill to handle the wedding just hours away without answering too many questions.

Manager of the Tidewater Inn, Delilah Carter has been planning a spectacular Christmas wedding for her friends at the Grand Hotel overlooking the ocean while picking up still more twinkly lights and some last minute groceries for the reception dinner. A huge truck runs her off the freezing wet roads into the dark night and drives off into the night. Delilah escapes with her life and has almost convinced herself that the whole thing was an accident. But then she begins to receive threatening phone calls with the wedding just hours away. She’s distracted and anxious, and then Sheriff Tom Bourne stops by the inn and volunteers to help. A special Christmas collection of 4 romantic suspense novellas includes discussion questions for book clubs. Perfect for fans of Allison Brennan, Terri Blackstock, and Dani Pettrey. Also by Colleen Coble: A Stranger’s Game, One Little Lie, The View from Rainshadow Bay, and Without a Trace.

More than a book raising prayerful kids is a tool parents can use to make prayer fit naturally into their daily routines without it feeling like a chore or a lecture. Relatable stories of the authors’ successes and failures along with fun activities and games help parents turn everyday moments into faith-filled moments that are naturally filled with prayer. Praying with your kids can be connecting fun, nonintimidating, and even life-changing includes prayer games, prayer activities when Bree’s dog, Samson, goes missing. It’s just the beginning of her life turning upside down. Bree Nichols and her K-9 search and rescue dog, Samson, recover missing persons around the Shores of Beautiful Lake Michigan. Together, they’ve become an unstoppable mystery-solving team. When a man working at a new plant near Rock Harbor dies under suspicious circumstances, Bree’s involvement in the investigation leads to an astonishing find. Family she didn’t know she had then. Samson goes missing as she tracks down her loyal dog. Bree finds that the mysterious murder and dog napping are connected. The clues lead her to evidence buried deep in the wilderness of the Upper Peninsula. Park Ranger Kade Matthews steps in with his expert knowledge of the deep woods. Together, he and Bree must track down the killer and find Samson before it’s too late. Surprising twists delight even the most avid suspense reader. Hannah Alexander, author of The Wedding Kiss, A Mysterious Crying in the Night leads a woman to an abandoned baby. Against objections from her husband, she takes in the baby, and every thing she thought she knew about her life is turned upside down. When a plane crash claims her husband and son, Bree Nichols and her search and rescue dog won’t rest until they recover the bodies. But when quiet Rock Harbor is shaken by a violent crime, Bree discovers links to her husband’s fatal accident. Could solving this crime bring her peace or more incredibly, reunite her family? It’s been months since the crash. K-9 search and rescue worker Bree Nichols knows the chances of finding her husband and son in the vast wilderness of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula grow more remote by the day. But her heart and her faithful dog, Samson, demand she keep searching. In the woods, a young boy wakes in a tiny cabin. He’s being cared for by a reclusive woman but can’t figure out why she calls him by a name he doesn’t recognize. Why she’s calling herself his mother. He wants to leave but as winter sets in, his very life depends on her care. Meanwhile, Bree’s relentless determination to find her family has uncovered a violent crime. The help of Park Ranger Kade Matthews she discovers the link may be to the plane crash. Bree’s family could be the ones behind the crime. Bree’s healing comes from her own loss set in the untamed beauty of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. The Rock Harbor novels draw readers into the life and adventures of a canine search and rescue team as it unravels the secrets of an enchanting wilderness. Full length romantic suspense can be read as a standalone but is also part of the Rock Harbor series. Book 1 Without a Trace, Book 2 Beyond a Doubt, Book 3 Into the Deep, and Book 4 Cry in the Night. Includes discussion questions for book clubs. A beautiful woman stands by the side of the road, barefoot and bleeding. A child in her arms. Someone tried to kill her but wouldn’t recognize him. She was a suburban cop. The scene is unlike anything he has ever seen. Who could have done this? Bree Nichols waits and plans. He sees himself as a destroyer of evil. One who rids the world of abominations. He has already killed five. He will kill again. Somewhere in the wilderness of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, three geocaches near where the wild swans gather lies the unspeakable...
clue that links them all together. Michigan's rugged and beautiful upper peninsula is the setting for this absorbing tale of love and loss, beauty and terror, grievous sins and second chances. A deftly woven thriller from the bestselling author of the Rock Harbor novels previously published as Abomination Alaska Twilight. For some people, Alaska is a breathtaking wilderness adventure full of light and beauty. For Haley, it is a dangerous world of dark dreams and tortured memories. Fire Dancer. When a serial arsonist known as the Fire Dancer strikes in the wilds of Arizona, Tess finds herself fighting more than wildfires. Abomination: A beautiful woman stands by the side of the road, barefoot and bleeding, a child in her arms. Someone just tried to kill her, but she wouldn't recognize him if she saw his face. She doesn't even remember her own name. Anathema. When Hannah refuses to forgive a terrible sin, she becomes anathema. Shunned but the real question is can she forgive herself? An old photo brings a shocking revelation, and it's up to Emily and her best friend Olivia to solve the case. Fourteen-year-old Emily O'Reilly and her best friend Olivia Webster have a knack for solving mysteries. Emily has been busily training her new puppy Sherlock to be a search and rescue dog so that the two can lead search and rescue missions someday. So when Emily stumbles across an old photo of Olivia's adoption day, a fact that has never been revealed to Olivia, the two quickly decide to uncover the mysterious details surrounding Olivia's birth parents. But the two bite off more than they can chew as they dig into learning more about Olivia's adoption. Without notifying her parents and to make matters worse, Emily's mother Marika, a convicted felon recently released on parole, will stop at nothing to contact her daughter. A fact that Emily is not happy about when her beloved stepmother Naomi disappears. Emily takes upon herself to connect the dots and conduct her own snow-bound search and rescue mission with Sherlock. Will Emily ever find the secret behind Naomi's disappearance and will Olivia ever learn the truth about her adopted parents? Colleen is a master storyteller. Karen Kingsbury meets National Education Standards. It started with one little lie. But Jane Hardy will do everything in her power to uncover the truth. Jane Hardy is appointed interim sheriff in Pelican Harbor, Alabama, after her father retires. But there's no time for an adjustment period when her father is arrested for theft and then implicated in a recent murder. Jane quickly realizes someone is attempting to destroy the only family she has. After escaping with her father from a cult fifteen years ago, Jane has searched relentlessly for her mother who refused to leave ever since. Could someone from that horrible past have found them? Reid Dixon is well known for his documentaries and his latest project involves covering Jane's career. Jane has little interest in the attention, but the committee who appointed her loves the idea of the publicity. Jane finds herself depending on Reid's calm manner as he follows her around filming and they begin working together to clear her father. But Reid has his own secrets from the past, and the gulf between them may be impossible to cross. Especially once her father's lie catches up with him. Three days of Jane's past are missing from her memory, and that's not all that's been stolen from her as she struggles to find the murderer and clear her son's name. The unraveling of Jane's personal life makes answers for the case even more difficult to find. Then Jane's fifteen-year-old son is accused of a terrible crime. And three days of Jane's memories have been stolen from her in the gripping third installment of the Pelican Harbor series. The truth is finally coming out. Chief of Police Jane Hardy plunges into the investigation of a house fire that claimed the life of a local woman as well as one of the firefighters. It's clear the woman was murdered, but why? The unraveling of Jane's personal life makes answers for the case even more difficult to find. Then Jane's fifteen-year-old son is accused of a terrible crime, and she has to decide if she can trust her ex Reid to help her prove his innocence. Colleen Coble is my go-to author for the best romantic suspense today. A stay up all night page-turning story.
two reasons to run book 3 three missing days perfect for fans of allison brennan terri blackstock and dani pettrey a usa today bestseller amy came to rosemary cottage to grieve and heal from her brother s disappearance at sea but there s a deadly undertow of secrets around hope island the charming rosemary cottage on the beach offers amy lange the respite she needs to mourn her brother ben she s even thinking of moving her midwife practice to the outer banks community a place that has always been a refuge for her and her family she also plans to investigate ben s disappearance at sea everyone blames a surfing accident but amy has reason to wonder coast guard officer curtis ireland has lost a sibling too his sister gina was run down by a boat leaving him to raise her infant daughter if anyone knew who little raine s father was curtis could lose his beloved niece yet he can t help being drawn to hope beach s new midwife amy and he agrees to help her investigate what happened to both ben and gina can two grieving people with secrets find healing on beautiful hope island or will their quest for truth set them at odds with each other and with those who will go to any length to keep hidden things hidden full length romantic suspense part of the hope beach series but can be read as a standalone book 1 tidewater inn book 2 rosemary cottage book 3 seagrass pier includes discussion questions for book clubs the century old gentlewomanÆs guide to love and courtship is no ordinary book club choice but for the little book club in smitten vermont it might be their best pick yet the thick leathery tome heather pulled out of the dusty cardboard box was definitely coming home with her not only was the gentlewomanÆs guide to love and courtship an appealing curiosity by virtue of its title it was also written by smitten vermont native pearl chambers a local gentlewoman from three generations back little did heather know the repercussions this little curiosity would have on her and her friendsÆ romantic exploits when heather and her fellow book club members begin passing the book around their respective interpretations are unleashed on their respective love lives for better or for worse is it a mystery an idealist fantasy an intimation of jane austen as romantic love finds its way to each woman the guide proves itself both surprisingly prescient and hilariously irrelevant whatÆs more a handwritten inscription indicates that the arcane book might hold the only extant clues leading to buried gold exactly what one of the members needs to keep her house how could they not go treasure hunting in this remarkable collaborative novel besties colleen coble kristin billerbeck denise hunter and diann hunt tackle the tale of the gentlewomanÆs guide by writing for one book club member a piece smitten book club is a hopeful hilarious story of friendship and healing written by friends for friends enjoy the smitten novels as an e book collection from popular romance novelists and real life bffs colleen coble kristin billerbeck diann hunt and Denise hunter smitten welcome to smitten vermont with the help of four friends it s about to become the most romantic town in america secretly smitten summer fall winter spring smitten vermont is the place for love and mystery smitten book club the century old gentlewoman s guide to love and courtship is no ordinary book club choice but for the little book club in smitten vermont it might be their best pick yet from forbidden crush to forever love former small town princess colleen used to have it all and eric was the outsider with his nose pressed against the glass then a sudden change in circumstance led to a reversal of fortune now eric was a wealthy successful arrogant surgeon who rubbed the one time golden girl the wrong way escape with popular romance novelists and real life bffs colleen coble kristin billerbeck diann hunt and Denise hunter for four delightful intertwined tales of mystery and sweet intrigue there s a secret in grandma rose s attic a forgotten set of dog tags belonging to her first love but david hutchins was killed in action and never returned to smitten how did the dog tags end up in the attic the mystery intrigues rose s three granddaughters tess clare and zoe and they decide to investigate though their mother anna warns against meddling but as the seasons turn and the mystery unravels the three young women and their mother encounter some intriguing mystery men of their own has a sixty year old puzzle sparked something new for this close knit family of women sweet contemporary romance happily ever after includes discussion questions for book clubs also by these authors smitten book club elin summerall knows things she absolutely shouldn t and a killer with do everything in his power to silence her in this riveting romantic suspense elin summerall was one of the lucky ones not only did she get a heart transplant but the donor was a perfect fit a miraculously perfect fit but when elin begins having violent flashbacks and vivid dreams of being strangled she realizes that she has been the recipient of more than just a new
heart elin is remembering her donor s murder her strange affliction has attracted some unwanted attention from the press from the authorities and from the killer himself now living alone with her young daughter and aging mother elin is being stalked by a man she s only met in her nightmares the police are dubious of her story but one off duty fbi agent agrees to help her agent marc everton now in a remote cottage on hope island elin and marc must probe the secrets buried in her borrowed heart and there s no time to waste one man is desperate to silence her before she remembers too much full length romantic suspense includes discussion questions for book clubs part of the hope beach series but can be read as a standalone book one tidewater inn book two rosemary cottage book three seagrass pier every second several thousand people somewhere in the world are celebrating a birthday what better way to celebrate that special day than with this charming little gift book fans and newcomers alike will be pleased to add this treasure to their gift list on that wonderful holiday called the birthday when a house flipper s sister vanishes and the coast guard suspects she faked her own death ellie must find her sister before they do ellie blackmore is making a name for herself as a house flipper but when her sister mackenzie disappears ellie can t focus on anything but uncovering what happened her only clue is the bloodstain on the deck of mackenzie s boat ellie knows her sister isn t on the best of terms with her ex husband jason but he wouldn t kill her would he coast guard intelligence officer grayson bradshaw believes mackenzie faked her own death after stealing a seized cocaine shipment the problem is convincing ellie who seems to view him as the true enemy both ellie and grayson want truth but truth and family is often more complex than it first appears and they ll quickly find that the dangerous beauty of lavender tides is harboring secrets that reach around the world full length romantic suspense usa today and ecpa bestseller includes discussion questions for book clubs part of the lavender tides series book 1 the view from rainshadow bay book 1 5 leaving lavender tides book 2 the house at saltwater point book 3 secrets at cedar cabin after he accidentally shoots a teenager at a tense standoff fbi hostage rescue team member mark sanders is sent to st louis to work as a field agent and get his bearings while the bad press starts to settle just weeks away from returning to quantico to resume his work on the hrt mark has a chance encounter with an old flame emily lawson but their reunion is cut short by a sniper now mark must find the shooter before he tries to strike again but what is his motive and who was his intended target can mark put the pieces together keep emily safe and rekindle a long dead relationship at the same time a fast paced tale of romance suspense and intrigue an eye for an eye is the exciting second installment in the heroes of quantico series the century old gentlewoman s guide to love and courtship is no ordinary book club choice but for the little book club in smitten vermont it might be their best pick yet the thick leathery tome heather pulled out of the dusty cardboard box was definitely coming home with her not only was the gentlewoman s guide to love and courtship an appealing curiosity by virtue of its title it was also written by smitten vermont native pearl chambers a local gentlewoman from three generations back little did heather know the repercussions this little curiosity would have on her and her friends romantic exploits when heather and her fellow book club members begin passing the book around their respective interpretations are unleashed on their respective love lives for better or for worse is it a mystery an idealist fantasy an intimation of jane austen as romantic love finds its way to each woman the guide proves itself both surprisingly prescient and hilariously irrelevant what s more a handwritten inscription indicates that the arcane book might hold the only extant clues leading to buried gold exactly what one of the members needs to keep her house how could they not go treasure hunting in the last stages of a genetic disease ellen creighton has decided to live out her remaining days at the estate of her longtime friend harrison burlington harrison cares deeply for ellen but as a wheelchair bound paraplegic he s never allowed himself to get serious in a relationship however he s desperately trying to save her by finding the holy water that is believed to heal any disease when he locates two flasks ellen refuses to drink one of them because she believes the holy water killed her sister and father in an effort to convince her to take it harrison ingests the contents first and when ellen witnesses the effects she can no longer deny the power of the substance in the bottles dangerous criminals are also seeking the holy water and ellen soon learns they will go to any lengths to get the powerful drug including sending her back into the past to find it for them bestselling and award winning author jody hedlund plunges you into the
swiftly flowing river of history in a race against the clock in this breathtaking emotional second waters of time story a usa today bestseller inheriting a beautiful old hotel on the outer banks was a dream come true for libby until her newfound siblings accuse her of stealing their birthright her friend is kidnapped and she s blamed for the crime libby can t believe her luck when she learns she has inherited a beautiful old hotel on the outer banks the inn cries out for her restorer s talent and love of history she s delighted to learn of the family she never knew she had and the handsome coast guard lieutenant she s met there on the island could definitely be the man of her dreams but libby soon realizes that the only way she can afford the upkeep on the inn is to sell it to developers who are stalking the island the father who willed her the inn died before she could meet him and her newfound brother and sister are convinced she s there to steal what s rightfully theirs worst of all her best friend and business partner has been kidnapped before her eyes and libby s under suspicion for the crime libby s dream come true is becoming a nightmare her only option is to find her friend and prove her innocence or she ll lose everything on the shores of hope island full length romantic suspense part of the hope beach series but can be read as a standalone book 1 tidewater inn book 2 rosemary cottage book 3 seagrass pier includes discussion questions for book clubs bree nicholls is close to solving a case and someone is willing to commit murder to disrupt her investigation when bree s dog samson goes missing it s just the beginning of her life turning upside down bree nicholls and her k 9 search and rescue dog samson recover missing persons around the shores of beautiful lake michigan together they ve become an unstoppable mystery solving team when a man working at a new plant near rock harbor dies under suspicious circumstances bree s involvement in the investigation leads to an astonishing find family she didn t know she had then samson goes missing as she tracks down her loyal dog bree finds that the mysterious murder and dognapping are connected the clues lead her to evidence buried deep in the wilderness of the upper peninsula park ranger kade matthews steps in with his expert knowledge of the deep woods together he and bree must track down the killer and find samson before it s too late full length romantic suspense part of the rock harbor series book 1 without a trace book 2 beyond a doubt book 3 into the deep book 4 cry in the night includes discussion questions for book clubs includes three complete women s christian faith filled novels fire dancer by colleen coble 2006 when crickets cry by charles martin 2006 and savannah from savannah by denise hildreth 2004 hardbound book with perma print cover 5 3 4 x 8 1 2 x 1 1 2 in size exclusively from lifeway christian stores nourish your soul from the book s back cover fire dancer by colleen coble an invigorating fast paced suspense novel laced with romance tess masterson s parents died in a terrible fire years ago now she s become one of the best smoke jumpers in the business and must track a serial arsonist before he strikes again when crickets cry by charles martin there are painful reasons why crickets cry and there are miracles lying in wait in a small town square of a sleepy georgia town a little girl sits at her lemonade stand raising money for her own heart transplant as a beat up break truck careens around the corner a man with a painful past looks up in time to see her yellow dress fluttering in the wind as she runs into the road what happens next will change both of their lives forever savannah from savannah by denise hildreth pit a strong willed woman against her crazy southern socialite mama and watch the sparks fly after savannah phillips mother the city s most dramatic and diva like citizen fixes a contest in her daughter s favor the humiliated savannah decides to drop everything including her literary dreams instead returning to her namesake hometown she attempts to prove herself to her mother her city and herself birthday wishes when a group of friends devise a plan to turn smitten vermont into the country s premier romantic getaway natalie finds her own true love along the way with the local lumber mill closing residents wonder if their town can stay afloat then four friends and local business owners natalie julia shelby and reese decide the town is worth saving how will they do it they ll turn smitten into a honeymoon destination in birthday wishes by colleen coble natalie mansfield must persuade alderman joe smitten to agree with their plan to save the town putting aside her dislike for him until she discovers he s not the man she thought he was excerpted from smitten a novel in four parts written by christian fiction s most popular romance novelists and real life bffs love between the lines summer fall winter and spring smitten is a place for love and mystery but will tess ever find herself a partner in crime there s a secret in grandma rose s attic a forgotten set of dog tags belonging to her first love but david hutchins was killed in action and
never returned to town so how did his dog tags end up in the grandma s attic it s a romantic mystery fit for a town like smitten vermont which has been working hard to reinvent itself as a destination for lovers rose s three granddaughters tess clare and zoe vow to investigate though their mother anna warns against digging up the past but will they all be distracted by mystery men of their own before the puzzle is resolved in love between the lines bookstore owner tess recruits widower ryan to help her solve her family riddle she d like to recruit him as leading man in her own story but she s convinced he s out of her league but does ryan have a few secrets thoughts of his own to reveal excerpted from secretly smitten love by the book the century old gentlewoman s guide to love and courtship is no ordinary book club choice but for the little book club in smitten vermont it might be their best book yet this book club selection reads like a mystery to heather but when paul comes back into her life their mystery leads to romance heather is the smitten book club s most devoted mystery genre reader a single mom and the resident organic gardener when she discovers a decades old tome at a library sale she thinks it might hold clues leading to buried gold exactly what one of the members needs to keep her home s she can t resist a mystery that could lead to treasure paul and heather have history history she would rather forget but when he comes back to his hometown of smitten he s determined to put down roots he soon becomes the architect behind a town community garden and enlists heather s help there in exchange for his own help looking for hidden gold as they dig into the earth and the clues they discover something amazing lasting love excerpted from smitten book club offering a fresh perspective on women s fiction for a broad reading audience fans as well as librarians this book defines and maps the genre and describes hundreds of relevant titles women s fiction a guide to popular reading interests celebrates the books in this broad genre titles that explore the lives of female protagonists with a focus on their relationships with family friends and lovers after a brief introductory history and a chapter that defines the characteristics of women s fiction the author showcases annotations and suggestions of approximately 300 titles by more than 100 authors she explains how women s fiction differs from romance fiction enabling readers to appreciate this rich body of literature that encompasses titles as diverse as meg cabot s lighthearted chick lit to the more serious novels of elizabeth berg and maeva binchy the book identifies some of the most popular and enduring women s fiction authors and titles and provides invaluable reading lists and readalike suggestions that will be appreciated by both librarians and general readers fbi special agent julianna jameson is a top notch negotiator who has never lost a hostage surely she can manage to take care of her much younger sister dottie who showed up unannounced to live with julianna while she finished her senior year of high school a former sniper with the 75th ranger regiment clay fox left the army after a tragic incident that he can t get past now he s working as a high school resource officer until he can figure out what to do with the rest of his life their paths cross when julianna is called in to negotiate a courtroom hostage situation involving clay s sister impressed and a bit intimidated by the calm capable woman with the dark hair and blue eyes clay invites her to speak at his school dottie s school but as the anniversary of a school shooting from julianna s past approaches it becomes clear that her perfect record is about to be tested and that dottie is at risk if julianna and clay can t figure out who s behind the attacks more innocent people will die and dottie is next in line this intense story of revenge and redemption from bestselling author and master of suspense lynette eason will have you up all night as you race toward the explosive finish even though angel delaney is on leave from the police force she finds herself playing detective in the middle of a multiple murder investigation shunning the advice of local law enforcement and her almost boyfriend callen angel becomes a private eye and exposes secrets and suspects as she tries to guess who the next victim might be another man is killed with all the evidence pointing to angel s close friend when both the new suspect and callen disappear angel must find a way to solve this mystery before it s too late dying to kill weaves a delicious web of suspense thrill and intrigue a mystery that will leave readers coming back for more one of the top three first person books of all time along with goethe s the sorrows of young werther and salinger s catcher in the rye j laine lonestar sanctuary though tragedy has wrecked her life allie siders holds on to the hope that her five year old daughter betsy will speak again but with a stalker out for revenge allie can think about now is their safety she must sever all ties and abandon life as she knows it she heads to the peaceful bluebird ranch
nestled deep in Texas hill country and to the only person who can help them the ranch is a sanctuary for abused horses and also for troubled youths the perfect place for Betsy to grow and recover ranch owner Elijah DeAngelo eagerly welcomes the duo but Rick Bailey the ranch foreman and DeAngelo’s right hand man hasn’t decided to let his guard down yet promises made long ago soon force Rick and Allie to work together to escape danger will they discover love along the way Lonestar Secrets Five years ago Shannon Astor left the beautiful high mountain country of West Texas as a single mother she was desperate for a fresh start and a way to keep the secrets of her past buried it almost worked until a chance to make a better life for her daughter leads her right back home to the very place of the past betrayals but it also leads Shannon to horse trainer Jack MacGowan her handsome high school nemesis now a widowed father his daughter looks so startlingly like her own that Shannon can’t help but question the circumstances surrounding her daughter’s birth of each other’s intentions Shannon and Jack reluctantly join forces to untangle a deep mystery that swirls around Shannon’s parents a lost Spanish treasure and a legendary black stallion Lonestar Homecoming with nothing but five dollars and the wedding dress she’s wearing Gracie Lister flees with her daughter by train to West Texas to the town she ran away from so long ago there they find refuge in the home of Michael Wayne devoted single father and seasoned soldier who gives Gracie a job caring for his two children and the hiding place she needs from her former fiancé Michael and Gracie aren’t looking for love but it finds them right away and then trouble comes to call in the form of Gracie’s ex-fiancé who is now on the FBI’s most wanted list together Michael and Gracie must find the strength they need to protect their newly forged family can a secret be kept forever Five years ago Shannon Astor left the beautiful high mountain country of West Texas as a single mother she was desperate for a fresh start and a way to keep the secrets of her past buried it almost worked until a chance to make a better life for her daughter leads her right back home to the very place of the past betrayals but it also leads Shannon to horse trainer Jack MacGowan her handsome high school nemesis now a widowed father his daughter looks so startlingly like her own that Shannon can’t help but question the circumstances surrounding her daughter’s birth of each other’s intentions Shannon and Jack reluctantly join forces to untangle a deep mystery that swirls around Shannon’s parents a lost Spanish treasure and a legendary black stallion if Shannon can’t help but question the circumstances surrounding her daughter’s birth of each other’s intentions Shannon and Jack reluctantly join forces to untangle a deep mystery that swirls around Shannon’s parents a lost Spanish treasure and a legendary black stallion if Shannon can’t help but question the circumstances surrounding her daughter’s birth of each other’s intentions Shannon and Jack reluctantly join forces to untangle a deep mystery that swirls around Shannon’s parents a lost Spanish treasure and a legendary black stallion if Shannon can’t help but question the circumstances surrounding her daughter’s birth of each other’s intentions Shannon and Jack reluctantly join forces to untangle a deep mystery that swirls around Shannon’s parents a lost Spanish treasure and a legendary black stallion
forward to protect bish from the rising tide of underlings who will save venir detective melegal survives from one day to the next only to find himself in one impossible jam after another will the keys he acquired spell his freedom or his doom when eden s estranged husband delivers the news that their lost baby girl who was kidnapped years earlier has been found the couple s love for each other is rekindled original colleen is a master storyteller karen kingsbury new york times bestselling author for most it s the safest place on earth for gracie it s the last place she wants to be and the one place she must return with nothing but five dollars and the wedding dress she s wearing gracie lister flees with her daughter by train to west texas to the town she ran away from so long ago there they find refuge in the home of michael wayne devoted single father and seasoned soldier who gives gracie a job caring for his two children and the hiding place she needs from her former fiancé michael and gracie aren t looking for love but it finds them right away and then trouble comes to call in the form of gracie s ex fiancé who is now on the fbi s most wanted list together michael and gracie must find the strength they need to protect their newly forged family colleen weaves intrigue and god s love into a story full of carefully crafted characters if you re looking for an awesome writer i highly recommend her tracie peterson best selling author of dawn s prelude song of alaska series full length romantic suspense includes discussion questions for book clubs part of the lonestar series but can be read as a standalone book one lonestar sanctuary book two lonestar secrets book three lonestar homecoming book four lonestar angel

**Lonestar Sanctuary and Sweetwater Gap 2 in 1**

2009-11-10

lonestar sanctuary and sweetwater gap is authored by colleen coble and bundled into a 2 in 1 collection

**A Colleen Coble Starter Kit**

2015-12-22

distant echoes it feels like paradise but deadly secrets lie beneath the waves off the coast of kauai sometimes kaia oana thinks her dolphins are more humane than humans as a mammal intelligence researcher kaia has learned a thing or two about the goodness and intelligence of dolphins and as a natural scientist in close proximity to weapons developers she s learned a thing or two about humans as well without a trace bree thinks a plane crash took the lives of her husband and young son but her son davy survived the accident can she find him before it s too late it s been months since the crash k 9 search and rescue worker bree nicholls knows the chances of finding her husband and son in the vast wilderness of michigan s upper peninsula grow more remote by the day but her heart and her faithful dog samson demand she keep searching lonestar sanctuary in the quiet safety of the bluebird ranch old promises resurface and unexpected love brings new hope though tragedy has wrecked her life allie siders holds on to the hope that her five year old daughter betsy will speak again but with a stalker out for revenge allie can think about now is their safety she must sever all ties and abandon life as she knows it she heads to the peaceful bluebird ranch nestled deep in texas hill country and to the only person who can help them the lightkeeper s daughter with the lies of the past behind her addie finds love and discovers her true father addie sullivan leads a quiet life in a northern california lighthouse she mourns the death of her father and endures her mother s bitterness until the night a storm brings an injured stranger and a dark secret to her home the man insists she is not who she thinks she is but rather julia eaton the child long lost and feared dead by her wealthy family seizing the chance to be reunited with the eatons addie
leaves her lighthouse home but decides to keep her true identity a secret until they can unravel the mystery blue moon promise lucy marsh's worldly resources are running out but she's fiercely determined to care for her younger brother and sister when she discovers that their father's recent death was no accident lucy is eager to leave town she accepts a proxy marriage she believes will provide safe refuge but trouble follows her to texas where her new husband is surprised to suddenly have a wife and children to care for tidewater inn welcome to hope beach a place of intoxicating beauty where trouble hits with the force of a hurricane inheriting a beautiful old hotel on the outer banks could be a dream come true for libby the inn cries out for her restorer's talent and love of history she's delighted to learn of the family she never knew she had and the handsome coast guard lieutenant she's met there on the island could definitely be the man of her dreams the inn at ocean's edge claire's visit to a luxury hotel in maine awakens repressed memories threatening all she holds dear in 1989 claire dellamare disappeared from her own fourth birthday party at the hotel tourmaline on the island of folly shoals maine she showed up a year later at the same hotel with a note pinned to her dress but no explanation nobody knows where claire spent that year and until now claire didn't even know she had ever been missing

**Without a Trace and Blue Bottle Club 2 in 1**

2009-07-15

without a trace bree thinks a plane crash took the lives of her husband and young son but her son davvy survived the accident can she find him before it's too late it's been months since the crash k 9 search and rescue worker bree nicholls knows the chances of finding her husband and son in the vast wilderness of michigan's upper peninsula grow more remote by the day but her heart and her faithful dog samson demand she keep searching deep in the woods a young boy wakes in a tiny cabin he's being nursed back to health by a reclusive woman but he can't figure out why she calls him by a name he doesn't recognize or why she's calling herself his mother he wants to leave but as winter sets in his very life depends on her care meanwhile bree's relentless determination to find her family has uncovered a violent crime with the help of park ranger kade matthews she discovers the violence may be linked to the plane crash that took her family could solving the crime bring her peace with her own loss or more incredibly reunite her family set in the untamed beauty of michigan's upper peninsula the rock harbor novels draw readers into the life and adventures of a canine search and rescue team as it unravels the secrets of an enchanting wilderness colleen is a master storyteller karen kingsbury new york times best selling author the blue bottle club four friends gathered in a cold dusty attic on christmas day to make a solemn pact our dreams for the future they whispered placing tiny pieces of paper into a shimmering blue bottle but that event happened in 1929 and it is decades later when local news reporter brenna delaney stumbles upon that bottle and into the most meaningful story of her career life has taken those four girls dreams of love fame and faith on a path fraught with seduction betrayal and loss little has turned out as expected and yet every choice every tear has led each of them to a special place brenna's search will uncover the secrets of that blue bottle club and her own life will never be the same a beautiful novel about friendship and the power of faith to renew our dreams angela hunt author of magdalene

**Smitten**

2011-12-19
welcome to smitten vermont with the help of four friends it’s about to become the most romantic town in america the proposed closing of the lumber mill comes as unwelcome news for the citizens of smitten how will the town survive without its main employer a close knit group of women think they’ve got just the plan to save smitten they’ll capitalize on its name and turn it into a tourist destination for lovers complete with sweet shops a high end spa romantic music on the square and cabins outfitted with fireplaces and hot tubs but is this manly town ready for an influx of romantically minded guests country music sensation sawyer smitten the town’s hometown hero wants to help by holding his own wedding there on valentine’s day and little mia’s lavender wreaths hang all over town as a reminder that faith can work miracles along the way four women spearheading the town’s transformation energetic natalie sophisticated julia graceful shelby and athletic reese get in the spirit by reviving their own love lives join best selling inspirational romance authors and real life bffs colleen coble kristin billerbeck diann hunt and denise hunter for an inspiring stay at the soon to be most romantic town on the eastern seaboard one visit and you’ll be smitten too

Beyond a Doubt

2007-08-05

evidence of a violent crime in bree s basement causes police to re open a cold case can she and her search dog samson stop the killer before he strikes again bree nicholls has made a name for herself finding missing persons and solving mysteries in the untamed wilderness of michigan’s upper peninsula with her faithful search and rescue dog samson yet she still doubts herself grieving the loss of her husband and longing for her young son’s forgiveness when a basement remodeling project at her lighthouse home uncovers evidence from a case the rock harbor police gave up on long ago bree’s family comes under attack someone wants something from the house or possibly someone ranger kade matthews steps in to help winning bree’s friendship and making real headway with her son davy but there’s still a killer somewhere in rock harbor it will take everything bree and samson can do to protect her family from the danger lurking outside the lighthouse door full length romantic suspense can be read as a standalone but is also part of the rock harbor series book 1 without a trace book 2 beyond a doubt book 3 into the deep book 4 cry in the night includes discussion questions for book clubs

A Colleen Coble Christmas Collection

2015-11-10

silent night as christmas day nears bree and her faithful search and rescue dog samson follow the trail of a troubling mystery into the snowy forests of rock harbor bree matthews is preparing for christmas guests but her heart is reeling from the recent and tender loss of her unborn child her sister in law lauri suddenly turns up on the doorstep of the lighthouse home bree shares with her husband kade in rock harbor secretive and withdrawn lauri seems curiously intent on discovering what happened to a parachuter who disappeared in the north woods along lake superior’s icy shore holy night one sinister phone call has derailed their wedding will they let it tear them apart forever a christmas wedding on the beach what could be more perfect poinsettias and fragrant pikake blossoms soft sand and mistletoe the gentle sound of the surf and the wedding march played on a ukulele this wedding has been a long time coming with bane’s trust issues and leia’s worries about
her childlike sister Eva now they can hardly wait for the day to arrive all is calm Brendan Waddell needs a place to recuperate Lauren Everman needs a place to hide it's going to be an unexpectedly romantic Christmas at Bluebird Ranch Brendan Waddell has always considered Bluebird Ranch a little piece of heaven an idyllic ranch that pairs abused children with abused horses run by one of his old marine buddies now recovering from an on the job injury Brendan thinks the ranch is the perfect place to spend Christmas healing up when Lauren Everman was a seventeen year old foster kid Bluebird Ranch was the safest place she knew now it's the perfect hideout for a woman on the run as the witness to a murder Lauren needs somewhere to lie low and her skill with horses means she'll be able to lend a hand with the troubled kids at Bluebird without answering too many questions all is bright a romantic Christmas wedding at her seaside hotel gives Delilah a chance to shine with her unique gifts but will her light be snuffed out before the bride and groom say i do as manager of the Tidewater Inn Delilah Carter has been planning a spectacular Christmas wedding for her friends at the grand hotel overlooking the ocean while picking up still more twinkly lights and some last minute groceries for the reception dinner a huge truck runs her off the freezing wet roads into the dark night her car stops just short of an enormous tree and the truck speeds off into the night Delilah escapes with her life and has almost convinced herself the whole thing was an accident but then she begins to receive threatening phone calls with the wedding just hours away she's distracted and anxious then Sheriff Tom Bourne stops by the inn and volunteers to help a special Christmas collection of 4 romantic suspense novellas includes discussion questions for book clubs perfect for fans of Allison Brennan Terri Blackstock and Dani Pettrey also by Colleen Coble a stranger's game one little lie the view from Rainshadow Bay and without a trace

Raising Prayerful Kids
2022-03-08

more than a book raising prayerful kids is a tool parents can use to make prayer fit naturally into their daily routines without it feeling like a chore or a lecture relatable stories of the authors successes and failures along with fun activities and games help parents turn everyday moments into faith filled moments that are naturally filled with prayer praying with your kids can be connecting fun nonintimidating and even life changing includes prayer games prayer activities

Into the Deep
2013

when bree's dog Samson goes missing it's just the beginning of her life turning upside down Bree Nicholls and her K9 search and rescue dog Samson recover missing persons around the shores of beautiful Lake Michigan together they've become an unstoppable mystery solving team when a man working at a new plant near Rock Harbor dies under suspicious circumstances Bree's involvement in the investigation leads to an astonishing find family she didn't know she had then Samson goes missing as she tracks down her loyal dog Bree finds that the mysterious murder and dog napping are connected the clues lead her to evidence buried deep in the wilderness of the upper peninsula Park ranger Kade Matthews steps in with his expert knowledge of the deep woods together he and Bree must track down the killer and find Samson before it's too late surprising twists to delight even the most avid suspense reader Hannah Alexander author of the wedding kiss
Cry in the Night

2013

a mysterious crying in the night leads a woman to an abandoned baby against objections from her husband she takes in the baby and every thing she thought she knew about her life is turned upside down

Without a Trace

2013-04-08

when a plane crash claims her husband and son bree nichols and her search and rescue dog won t rest until they recover the bodies but when quiet rock harbor is shaken by a violent crime bree discovers links to her husband s fatal accident would solving this crime bring her peace or more incredibly reunite her family it s been months since the crash k 9 search and rescue worker bree nicholls knows the chances of finding her husband and son in the vast wilderness of michigan s upper peninsula grow more remote by the day but her heart and her faithful dog samson demand she keep searching deep in the woods a young boy wakes in a tiny cabin he s being nursed back to health by a reclusive woman but he can t figure out why she calls him by a name he doesn t recognize or why she s calling herself his mother he wants to leave but as winter sets in his very life depends on her care meanwhile bree s relentless determination to find her family has uncovered a violent crime with the help of park ranger kade matthews she discovers the violence may be linked to the plane crash that took her family could solving the crime bring her healing from her own loss set in the untamed beauty of michigan s upper peninsula the rock harbor novels draw readers into the life and adventures of a canine search and rescue team as it unravels the secrets of an enchanting wilderness full length romantic suspense can be read as a standalone but is also part of the rock harbor series book 1 without a trace book 2 beyond a doubt book 3 into the deep book 4 cry in the night includes discussion questions for book clubs

Haven of Swans

2017-05-02

a beautiful woman stands by the side of the road barefoot and bleeding a child in her arms someone just tried to kill her but she wouldn t recognize him if she saw his face she doesn t even remember her own name a suburban cop surveys a kitchen in disarray a woman and child missing a chilling note this crime scene is unlike any he has ever seen the man who calls himself gideon waits and plans he sees himself as a destroyer of evil one who rids the world of abominations he has already killed five he will kill again and somewhere in the wilderness in a secret geocache near where the wild swans gather lies the unspeakable clue that links them all together michigan s rugged and beautiful upper peninsula is the setting for this absorbing tale of love and loss beauty and terror grievous sins and second chances a deftly woven thriller from the bestselling author of the rock harbor novels previously published as abomination
A Colleen Coble Suspense Collection

2015-12-15

alaska twilight for some people alaska is a breathtaking wilderness adventure full of light and beauty for haley it is a dangerous world of dark dreams and tortured memories fire dancer when a serial arsonist known as the fire dancer strikes in the wilds of arizona tess finds herself fighting more than wildfires abomination a beautiful woman stands by the side of the road barefoot and bleeding a child in her arms someone just tried to kill her but she wouldn t recognize him if she saw his face she doesn t even remember her own name anathema when hannah refuses to forgive a terrible sin she becomes anathema shunned but the real question is can she forgive herself

Rock Harbor Search and Rescue: Lost and Found

2013-10-15

an old photo brings a shocking revelation and it s up to emily and her best friend olivia to solve the case fourteen year old emily o reilly and her best friend olivia webster have a knack for solving mysteries emily has been busily training her new puppy sherlock to be a search and rescue dog so that the two can lead search and rescue missions someday when emily stumbles across an old photo of olivia s adoption day a fact that has never been revealed to olivia the two quickly decide to uncover the mysterious details surrounding olivia s birth parents but the two bite off more than they can chew as they dig into learning more about olivia s adoption without notifying her parents and to make matters worse emily s mother marika a convicted felon recently released on parole will stop at nothing to contact her daughter a fact that emily is not happy about when her beloved stepmother naomi disappears emily takes it upon herself to connect the dots and conduct her own snow bound search and rescue mission with sherlock will emily ever find the secret behind naomi s disappearance and will olivia ever learn the truth about her adopted parents colleen is a master storyteller karen kingsbury meets national education standards

One Little Lie

2020-03-03

it started with one little lie but jane hardy will do everything in her power to uncover the truth in this gripping romantic suspense jane hardy is appointed interim sheriff in pelican harbor alabama after her father retires but there s no time for an adjustment period when her father is arrested for theft and then implicated in a recent murder jane quickly realizes someone is attempting to destroy the only family she has after escaping with her father from a cult fifteen years ago jane has searched relentlessly for her mother who refused to leave ever since could someone from that horrible past have found them reid dixon is well known for his documentaries and his latest project involves covering jane s career jane has little interest in the attention but the committee who appointed her loves the idea of the publicity jane finds herself depending on reid s calm manner as he follows her around filming and they begin working together to clear her father but reid has his own secrets from
the past and the gulf between them may be impossible to cross especially once her father s lie catches up with him praise for one little lie colleen coble always raises the notch on romantic suspense and one little lie is my favorite yet the story took me on a wild and wonderful ride diann mills bestselling author full length romantic suspense includes discussion questions for book clubs the first installment of the pelican harbor series book 1 one little lie book 2 two reasons to run book 3 three missing days perfect for fans of allison brennan terri blackstock and dani pettrey

Three Missing Days

2021-04-06

police chief jane hardy s teenage son has been accused of a horrific crime and three days of jane s memories have been stolen from her in the gripping third installment of the pelican harbor series the truth is finally coming out chief of police jane hardy plunges into the investigation of a house fire that claimed the life of a local woman as well as one of the firefighters it s clear the woman was murdered but why the unraveling of jane s personal life makes answers for the case even more difficult to find then jane s fifteen year old son is accused of a terrible crime and she has to decide if she can trust her ex reid to help her prove will s innocence and if she can trust reid with her heart three days of jane s past are missing from her memory and that s not all that s been stolen from her as she struggles to find the murderer and clear her son s name finding out what happened in those three days could change everything it all started with one little lie but the truth is finally coming out praise for three missing days colleen coble is my go to author for the best romantic suspense today a stay up all night page turning story carrie stuart parks bestselling and christy award winning author of relative silence full length romantic suspense includes discussion questions for book clubs part of the pelican harbor series book 1 one little lie book 2 two reasons to run book 3 three missing days perfect for fans of allison brennan terri blackstock and dani pettrey

Rosemary Cottage

2013-07-16

a usa today bestseller amy came to rosemary cottage to grieve and heal from her brother s disappearance at sea but there s a deadly undertow of secrets around hope island the charming rosemary cottage on the beach offers amy lange the respite she needs to mourn her brother ben she s even thinking of moving her midwife practice to the outer banks community a place that has always been a refuge for her and her family she also plans to investigate ben s disappearance at sea everyone blames a surfing accident but amy has reason to wonder coast guard officer curtis ireland has lost a sibling too his sister gina was run down by a boat leaving him to raise her infant daughter if anyone knew who little raine s father was curtis could lose his beloved niece yet he can t help being drawn to hope beach s new midwife amy and he agrees to help her investigate what happened to both ben and gina can two grieving people with secrets find healing on beautiful hope island or will their quest for truth set them at odds with each other and with those who will go to any length to keep hidden things hidden full length romantic suspense part of the hope beach series but can be read as a standalone book 1 tidewater inn book 2 rosemary cottage book 3 seagrass pier includes discussion questions for book clubs
the century old gentlewoman’s guide to love and courtship is no ordinary book club choice but for the little book club in smitten vermont it might be their best pick yet the thick leathery tome heather pulled out of the dusty cardboard box was definitely coming home with her not only was the gentlewoman’s guide to love and courtship an appealing curiosity by virtue of its title it was also written by smitten vermont native pearl chambers a local gentlewoman from three generations back little did heather know the repercussions this little curiosity would have on her and her friends’ romantic exploits when heather and her fellow book club members begin passing the book around their respective interpretations are unleashed on their respective love lives for better or for worse is it a mystery an idealist fantasy an intimation of jane austen as romantic love finds its way to each woman the guide proves itself both surprisingly prescient and hilariously irrelevant what’s more a handwritten inscription indicates that the arcane book might hold the only extant clues leading to buried gold—exactly what one of the members needs to keep her house how could they not go treasure hunting in this remarkable collaborative novel besties colleen coble kristin billerbeck denise hunter and diann hunt tackle the tale of the gentlewoman’s guide by writing for one book club member apiece smitten book club is a hopeful hilarious story of friendship and healing written by friends for friends

enjoy the smitten novels as an e book collection from popular romance novelists and real life bffs colleen coble kristin billerbeck diann hunt and denise hunter smitten welcome to smitten vermont with the help of four friends it’s about to become the most romantic town in america secretly smitten summer fall winter spring smitten vermont is the place for love and mystery smitten book club the century old gentlewoman’s guide to love and courtship is no ordinary book club choice but for the little book club in smitten vermont it might be their best pick yet

from forbidden crush to forever love former small town princess colleen used to have it all and eric was the outsider with his nose pressed against the glass then a sudden change in circumstance led to a reversal of fortune now eric was a wealthy successful arrogant surgeon who rubbed the one time golden girl the wrong way

Secretly Smitten
escape with popular romance novelists and real life bffs colleen coble kristin billerbeck diann hunt and denise hunter for four delightful intertwined tales of mystery and sweet intrigue there s a secret in grandma rose s attic a forgotten set of dog tags belonging to her first love but david hutchins was killed in action and never returned to smitten how did the dog tags end up in the attic the mystery intrigues rose s three granddaughters tess clare and zoe and they decide to investigate though their mother anna warns against meddling but as the seasons turn and the mystery unravels the three young women and their mother encounter some intriguing mystery men of their own has a sixty year old puzzle sparked something new for this close knit family of women sweet contemporary romance happily ever after includes discussion questions for book clubs also by these authors smitten smitten book club

Seagrass Pier

2014-07-08

elin summerall knows things she absolutely shouldn t and a killer with do everything in his power to silence her in this riveting romantic suspense elin summerall was one of the lucky ones not only did she get a heart transplant but the donor was a perfect fit a miraculously perfect fit but when elin begins having violent flashbacks and vivid dreams of being strangled she realizes that she has been the recipient of more than just a new heart elin is remembering her donor s murder her strange affliction has attracted some unwanted attention from the press from the authorities and from the killer himself now living alone with her young daughter and aging mother elin is being stalked by a man she s only met in her nightmares the police are dubious of her story but one off duty fbi agent agrees to help her agent marc everton now in a remote cottage on hope island elin and marc must probe the secrets buried in her borrowed heart and there s no time to waste one man is desperate to silence her before she remembers too much full length romantic suspense includes discussion questions for book clubs part of the hope beach series but can be read as a standalone book one tidewater inn book two rosemary cottage book three seagrass pier

Birthday Wishes

2012-06-06

every second several thousand people somewhere in the world are celebrating a birthday what better way to celebrate that special day than with this charming little gift book chris shea fans and newcomers alike will be pleased to add this treasure to their gift list on that wonderful holiday called the birthday

The House at Saltwater Point

2018-07-03
when a house flipper's sister vanishes and the coast guard suspects she faked her own death, Ellie must find her sister before they do. Ellie Blackmore is making a name for herself as a house flipper, but when her sister Mackenzie disappears, Ellie can't focus on anything but uncovering what happened. Her only clue is the bloodstain on the deck of Mackenzie's boat. Ellie knows her sister isn't on the best of terms with her ex-husband Jason, but he wouldn't kill her, would he? Coast Guard intelligence officer Grayson Bradshaw believes Mackenzie faked her own death after stealing a seized cocaine shipment. The problem is convincing Ellie who seems to view him as the true enemy. Both Ellie and Grayson want the truth, but truth and family are often more complex than it first appears and they'll quickly find that the dangerous beauty of Lavender Tides is harboring secrets that reach around the world. Full length romantic suspense. USA Today and ECPA Bestseller includes discussion questions for book clubs. Part of the Lavender Tides series: Book 1: The View from Rainshadow Bay, Book 2: The House at Saltwater Point, Book 3: Secrets at Cedar Cabin.

An Eye for an Eye (Heroes of Quantico Book #2)

2009-09-01

After he accidentally shoots a teenager at a tense standoff, FBI hostage rescue team member Mark Sanders is sent to St. Louis to work as a field agent and get his bearings while the bad press starts to settle. Just weeks away from returning to Quantico to resume his work on the HRT, Mark has a chance encounter with an old flame, Emily Lawson, but their reunion is cut short by a sniper. Now, Mark must find the shooter before he tries to strike again, but what is his motive, and who was his intended target? Can Mark put the pieces together, keep Emily safe, and rekindle a long-dead relationship at the same time? A fast-paced tale of romance, suspense, and intrigue, An Eye for an Eye is the exciting second installment in the Heroes of Quantico series.

Shelved Under Romance

2014-01-21

The century-old Gentlewoman's Guide to Love and Courtship is no ordinary book club choice, but for the little book club in Smitten Vermont, it might be their best pick yet. The thick leathery tome Heather pulled out of the dusty cardboard box was definitely coming home. Not only was the Gentlewoman's Guide to Love and Courtship an appealing curiosity by virtue of its title, it was also written by Smitten Vermont native Pearl Chambers, a local gentlewoman from three generations back. Little did Heather know the repercussions this little curiosity would have on her and her friends. Romantic exploits when Heather and her fellow book club members begin passing the book around their respective interpretations are unleashed on their respective love lives. For better or for worse, is it a mystery, an idealist fantasy, or an intimation of Jane Austen as romantic love finds its way to each woman? The guide proves itself both surprisingly prescient and hilariously irrelevant. What's more, a handwritten inscription indicates that the arcane book might hold the only extant clues leading to buried gold. Exactly what one of the members needs to keep her house. How could they not go treasure hunting?
Never Leave Me (Waters of Time Book #2)

in the last stages of a genetic disease ellen creighton has decided to live out her remaining days at the estate of her longtime friend harrison burlington harrison cares deeply for ellen but as a wheelchair bound paraplegic he s never allowed himself to get serious in a relationship however he s desperately trying to save her by finding the holy water that is believed to heal any disease when he locates two flasks ellen refuses to drink one of them because she believes the holy water killed her sister and father in an effort to convince her to take it harrison ingests the contents first and when ellen witnesses the effects she can no longer deny the power of the substance in the bottles dangerous criminals are also seeking the holy water and ellen soon learns they will go to any lengths to get the powerful drug including sending her back into the past to find it for them bestselling and award winning author jody hedlund plunges you into the swiftly flowing river of history in a race against the clock in this breathtaking emotional second waters of time story

Tidewater Inn

a usa today bestseller inheriting a beautiful old hotel on the outer banks was a dream come true for libby until her newfound siblings accuse her of stealing their birthright her friend is kidnapped and she s blamed for the crime libby can t believe her luck when she learns she has inherited a beautiful old hotel on the outer banks the inn cries out for her restorer s talent and love of history she s delighted to learn of the family she never knew she had and the handsome coast guard lieutenant she s met there on the island could definitely be the man of her dreams but libby soon realizes that the only way she can afford the upkeep on the inn is to sell it to developers who are stalking the island the father who willed her the inn died before she could meet him and her newfound brother and sister are convinced she s there to steal what s rightfully theirs worst of all her best friend and business partner has been kidnapped before her eyes and libby s under suspicion for the crime libby s dream come true is becoming a nightmare her only option is to find her friend and prove her innocence or she ll lose everything on the shores of hope island full length romantic suspense part of the hope beach series but can be read as a standalone book 1 tidewater inn book 2 rosemary cottage book 3 seagrass pier includes discussion questions for book clubs

Into the Deep

bree nicholls is close to solving a case and someone is willing to commit murder to disrupt her investigation when bree s dog samson goes missing it s just the beginning of her life turning upside down bree nicholls and her k 9 search and rescue dog samson recover missing persons around the shores of beautiful lake michigan together they ve become an unstoppable mystery solving team when a man working at a new plant near rock harbor dies under suspicious circumstances bree s involvement in the investigation leads to an astonishing find family she didn t know she had then
Samson goes missing as she tracks down her loyal dog. Bree finds that the mysterious murder and dognapping are connected. The clues lead her to evidence buried deep in the wilderness of the Upper Peninsula park. Ranger Kade Matthews steps in with his expert knowledge of the deep woods. Together, he and Bree must track down the killer and find Samson before it's too late. Full-length romantic suspense, part of the Rock Harbor series. Book 1 without a trace. Book 2 Beyond a Doubt. Book 3 Into the Deep. Book 4 Cry in the Night. Includes discussion questions for book clubs.

The Christian Fiction Collection for Women; Three Faith-Filled Novels

2015-06-16

Includes three complete women's Christian faith-filled novels: Fire Dancer by Colleen Coble 2006, When Crickets Cry by Charles Martin 2006, and Savannah from Savannah by Denise Hildreth 2004. Hardcover book with perma print cover, 5 3/4 x 8 1/2 x 1 1/2 in size. Exclusively from LifeWay Christian stores. Nourish your soul from the book's back cover. Fire Dancer by Colleen Coble: An invigorating fast-paced suspense novel laced with romance. Tess Masterson's parents died in a terrible fire years ago. Now she's become one of the best smoke jumpers in the business and must track a serial arsonist before he strikes again. When Crickets Cry by Charles Martin: There are painful reasons why crickets cry, and there are miracles lying in wait in a small town square of a sleepy Georgia town. A little girl sits at her lemonade stand. Raising money for her own heart transplant as a beat-up truck careens around the corner. A man with a painful past looks up in time to see her yellow dress fluttering in the wind as she runs into the road. Savannah from Savannah by Denise Hildreth: A strong-willed woman against her crazy Southern socialite mama and watch the sparks fly. After Savannah Phillips' mother, the city's most dramatic and diva-like citizen, fixes a contest in her daughter's favor, the humiliated Savannah decides to drop everything including her literary dreams. Instead, returning to her namesake hometown, she attempts to prove herself to her mother, her city, and herself.

Smitten Ever After

2014-06-10

Birthday wishes when a group of friends devise a plan to turn Smitten Vermont into the country's premier romantic getaway. Natalie finds her own true love along the way. With the local lumber mill closing, residents wonder if their town can stay afloat. Then four friends and local business owners Natalie, Julia, Shelby, and Reese decide the town is worth saving. How will they do it? They'll turn Smitten into a honeymoon destination in Birthday Wishes by Colleen Coble. Natalie Mansfield must persuade Alderman Joe Smitten to agree with their plan to save the town. Putting aside her dislike for him until she discovers he's not the man she thought he was. Excerpted from Smitten, a novel in four parts written by Christian fiction's most popular romance novelists and real-life BFFs. Love between the lines. Summer, Fall, Winter, and Spring. Smitten is a place for love and mystery, but will Tess ever find herself a partner in crime? There's a secret in Grandma Rose's attic—a forgotten set of dog tags belonging to her first love. But David Hutchins was killed in action and never returned to town. So how did his dog tags end up in the grandma's attic? A romantic mystery fit for a town like Smitten Vermont which has been working hard to reinvent itself as a destination for lovers. Rose's three granddaughters, Tess, Clare, and Zoe vow to investigate though their mother Anna warns against digging up the past but will...
they all be distracted by mystery men of their own before the puzzle is resolved in love between the
lines bookstore owner tess recruits widower ryan to help her solve her family riddle she d like to
recruit him as leading man in her own story but she s convinced he s out of her league but does
ryan have a few secrets thoughts of his own to reveal excerpted from secretly smitten love by the
book the century old gentlewoman s guide to love and courtship is no ordinary book club choice but
for the little book club in smitten vermont it might be their best book yet this book club selection
reads like a mystery to heather but when paul comes back into her life their mystery leads to
romance heather is the smitten book club s most devoted mystery genre reader a single mom and
the resident organic gardener when she discovers a decades old tome at a library sale she thinks it
might hold clues leading to buried gold exactly what one of the members needs to keep her home
she can t resist a mystery that could lead to treasure paul and heather have history history she
would rather forget but when he comes back to his hometown of smitten he s determined to put
down roots he soon becomes the architect behind a town community garden and enlists heather s
help there in exchange for his own help looking for hidden gold as they dig into the earth and the
clues they discover something amazing lasting love excerpted from smitten book club

Women’s Fiction

2013-09-17

offering a fresh perspective on women’s fiction for a broad reading audience fans as well as
librarians this book defines and maps the genre and describes hundreds of relevant titles women’s
fiction a guide to popular reading interests celebrates the books in this broad genre titles that
explore the lives of female protagonists with a focus on their relationships with family friends and
lovers after a brief introductory history and a chapter that defines the characteristics of women’s
fiction the author showcases annotations and suggestions of approximately 300 titles by more than
100 authors she explains how women’s fiction differs from romance fiction enabling readers to
appreciate this rich body of literature that encompasses titles as diverse as meg cabot’s lighthearted
chick lit to the more serious novels of elizabeth berg and maeve binchy the book identifies some of
the most popular and enduring women’s fiction authors and titles and provides invaluable reading
lists and readalike suggestions that will be appreciated by both librarians and general readers

Crossfire (Extreme Measures Book #2)

2022-08-02

fbi special agent julianna jameson is a top notch negotiator who has never lost a hostage surely she
can manage to take care of her much younger sister dottie who showed up unannounced to live with
julianna while she finished her senior year of high school a former sniper with the 75th ranger
regiment clay fox left the army after a tragic incident that he can t get past now he s working as a
high school resource officer until he can figure out what to do with the rest of his life their paths
cross when julianna is called in to negotiate a courtroom hostage situation involving clay s sister
impressed and a bit intimidated by the calm capable woman with the dark hair and blue eyes clay
invites her to speak at his school dottie s school but as the anniversary of a school shooting from
julianna s past approaches it becomes clear that her perfect record is about to be tested and that
dottie is at risk if julianna and clay can t figure out who s behind the attacks more innocent people
will die and dottie is next in line this intense story of revenge and redemption from bestselling author and master of suspense lynette eason will have you up all night as you race toward the explosive finish

Dying to Kill (Angel Delaney Mysteries Book #2)

2004-10-01

even though angel delaney is on leave from the police force she finds herself playing detective in the middle of a multiple murder investigation shunning the advice of local law enforcement and her almost boyfriend called angel becomes a private eye and exposes secrets and suspects as she tries to guess who the next victim might be another man is killed with all the evidence pointing to angel s close friend when both the new suspect and called disappear angel must find a way to solve this mystery before it s too late dying to kill weaves a delicious web of suspense thrill and intrigue a mystery that will leave readers coming back for more

Fracture

2000-03-31

one of the top three first person books of all time along with goethe s the sorrows of young werther and salinger s catcher in the rye j laine

Lonestar Romantic Suspense 3-in-1 Bundle

2011-12-20

lonestar sanctuary though tragedy has wrecked her life allie siders holds on to the hope that her five year old daughter betsy will speak again but with a stalker out for revenge allie can think about now is their safety she must sever all ties and abandon life as she knows it she heads to the peaceful bluebird ranch nestled deep in texas hill country and to the only person who can help them the ranch is a sanctuary for abused horses and also for troubled youths the perfect place for betsy to grow and recover ranch owner elijah deangelo eagerly welcomes the duo but rick bailey the ranch foreman and deangelo s right hand man hasn t decided to let his guard down yet promises made long ago soon force rick and allie to work together to escape danger will they discover love along the way lonestar secrets five years ago shannon astor left the beautiful high mountain country of west texas as a single mother she was desperate for a fresh start and a way to keep the secrets of her past buried it almost worked until a chance to make a better life for her daughter leads her right back home to the very place of the past betrayals but it also leads shannon to horse trainer jack macgowan her handsome high school nemesis now a widowed father his daughter looks so startlingly like her own that shannon can t help but question the circumstances surrounding her daughter s birth wary of each other s intentions shannon and jack reluctantly join forces to untangle a deep mystery that swirls around shannon s parents a lost spanish treasure and a legendary black stallion lonestar homecoming with nothing but five dollars and the wedding dress she s wearing
gracie lister flees with her daughter by train to west texas to the town she ran away from so long ago there they find refuge in the home of michael wayne devoted single father and seasoned soldier who gives gracie a job caring for his two children and the hiding place she needs from her former fiancé michael and gracie aren't looking for love but it finds them right away and then trouble comes to call in the form of gracie's ex fiancé who is now on the fbi's most wanted list together michael and gracie must find the strength they need to protect their newly forged family

Lonestar Secrets

2009-07-26

can a secret be kept forever five years ago shannon astor left the beautiful high mountain country of west texas as a single mother she was desperate for a fresh start and a way to keep the secrets of her past buried it almost worked until a chance to make a better life for her daughter leads her right back home to the very place of the past betrayals but it also leads shannon to horse trainer jack macgowan her handsome high school nemesis now a widowed father his daughter looks so startlingly like her own that shannon can't help but question the circumstances surrounding her daughter's birth wary of each other's intentions shannon and jack reluctantly join forces to untangle a deep mystery that swirls around shannon's parents a lost spanish treasure and a legendary black stallion if shannon can learn to entrust her secrets to the man falling in love with her the truth just might set her free

The Lightkeeper's Bride

2010-10-17

when katie answers the call of duty she awakens the call of her heart katie russell loves working as a telephone operator in mercy falls california but since childhood she has been expected to marry well her family presses for an engagement to wealthy bachelor bartholomew foster and though he doesn't stir her heart their engagement promises a secure financial future working the phone lines one evening katie overhears a chilling exchange between her friend eliza and a familiar male voice katie soon learns that eliza has disappeared and the crime may be linked to another investigation by handsome new lighthouse keeper will jesperson katie and will soon form an alliance an alliance that slowly blossoms into something more despite the danger surrounding her katie is powerfully drawn to will but she is not at liberty to marry for love and though society forbids their growing affection katie can't help but notice will's sense of peace it's a peace that rests on his trust in god a trust that katie has never had to depend on with her future so clearly mapped out before her but the more katie uncovers of the mystery the more she discovers about herself her past and the brilliant future that could be hers if only she has the courage to trust in god and follow where her heart so fearlessly leads

The Darkslayer Special Edition 2 (Series 1, Books 4 Thru 6)

2016-01-28
international bestselling series the darkslayer special edition series 1 volume 2 book 4 danger and
the druid bloody bish as venir wanders aimlessly through the mist trying to find his way home the
underlings led by lord verbard and master sinway s son kierway hatch an underling assault on bish
detective melegal remains neck deep in royal games trying to hunt down the slergs who have venir s
son brak in tow as well as trying to enact his own personal vengeance on the cleric sefron book 5
outrage in the outlands hanging on venir is pushed to his limits in the outlands battling underlings
and trying to find a way to staunch the underling armies that are quickly spreading from one corner
of bish to the other detective melegal struggling to get his life back under control finds himself with
more responsibility that he ever asked for not only does his life hang in the balance but the fate of
many others as well will his actions save them or spell doom for them all book 6 chaos at the castle
is this the end with venir imprisoned at the outpost who will step forward to protect bish from the
rising tide of underlings who will save venir detective melegal survives from one day to the next only
to find himself in one impossible jam after another will the keys he acquired spell his freedom or his
doom

*Lonestar Angel*

2011-11-08

when eden s estranged husband delivers the news that their lost baby girl who was kidnapped years
earlier has been found the couple s love for each other is rekindled original

*Lonestar Homecoming*

2010-04-11

collen is a master storyteller karen kingsbury new york times bestselling author for most it s the
safest place on earth for gracie it s the last place she wants to be and the one place she must return
with nothing but five dollars and the wedding dress she s wearing gracie lister flees with her
daughter by train to west texas to the town she ran away from so long ago there they find refuge in
the home of michael wayne devoted single father and seasoned soldier who gives gracie a job
caring for his two children and the hiding place she needs from her former fiancé michael and gracie
aren t looking for love but it finds them right away and then trouble comes to call in the form of
gracie s ex fiancé who is now on the fbi s most wanted list together michael and gracie must find the
strength they need to protect their newly forged family colleen weaves intrigue and god s love into a
story full of carefully crafted characters if you re looking for an awesome writer i highly recommend
her tracie peterson best selling author of dawn s prelude song of alaska series full length romantic
suspense includes discussion questions for book clubs part of the lonestar series but can be read as
a standalone book one lonestar sanctuary book two lonestar secrets book three lonestar
homecoming book four lonestar angel
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